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Abstract:

We investigate how an assembler should organize her production structure when procuring complementary components from multiple suppliers whose linear production costs are private information. We abandon the assumption that there exists a common prior distribution for suppliers’ types and embrace the max-min criterion that maximizes the assembler’s worst-case expected profit by making use of limited information. We propose a joint optimization approach to finding the robust optimal contract menus for both an integrated production model (under which multiple components are manufactured by the same supplier) and a component production model (under which different suppliers manufacture different components). We demonstrate that in each case, the assembler chooses a balanced ordering policy that makes the ex-post profit to be piece-wise linear with respect to suppliers’ types if the partial information is limited to average production costs. When the heterogeneity of components (or suppliers) increases, the max-min assembler tends to prefer component production. By extending the analysis to the case wherein the average and variance of production costs are known, we show that the assembler’s optimal worst-case profit is a U-shaped function of the variance.
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